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STEP 1: SEE YOURSELVES AS A PLACEMAKING CoMMISSIOn

Placemaking is the most obvious point of connection between the City of Detroit Lakes and

the Arts & Culture Commission. The City is regularly planning and (re)developing specific

locations within the community that would benefit from an Arts & Culture filter prior to

implementation.

STEP 2: WORK WITH THE CITY TO IDENTIFY PLACES

Work with City staff to identify high-priority places that are ideally a few years out from

development so that proper planning can occur. Think of place at all levels: regional

positioning, neighborhoods and commercial districts, site specific projects like buildings, roads,

parks, etc.

STEP 3: DEVELOP VISION GUIDES FOR THOSE PLACES

Work as a commission to assemble vision guides that focus less on specific projects and more

on feel, vibe, tone, etc. Include projects in other communities that accomplish objectives

similar to the outcomes you hope to achieve. Integrate the goals and priorities of diverse

demographic groups. Think of placemaking within these guides in three categories: branding &

storytelling, beautification & public art, and events & experiences.P
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West Lake Drive

Reconstruction of West Lake Drive may start as soon as this fall. A consulting firm will be in the community

starting in August to finalize recommendations for that rebuild. Historically the mile-long public beach has

been the heart of community energy, but it feels under-activated in its current format. The Power of 10 is

applicable here: a great place should have at least ten things to do. You may also want to look at Edmonton

Canada's Winter City Design Guidelines to think about four-season use of this space. Color would help. A

public fire place/pit or two might encourage use at night or in colder seasons. 

Downtown & Detroit Mountain

Downtown Detroit Lakes and the area around Detroit Mountain are two additional zones that should stay on

the radar of the Arts & Culture Commission. Downtown Detroit Lakes is doing well. As such, it is in need of

less attention than other areas of the community. Still, it is a high-impact location and may serve valuable to

the commission as a place to model projects and build buy-in. The recent investment in Detroit Mountain

means it will continue to be a draw (and in other seasons of the year). Leveraging the mountain as a cultural

center similar to the lake will expand opportunities for new friction zones to grow.



Detroit Lakes has great live music,

but increased collaboration may see

higher-caliber performers and bigger

audiences at a lower overall cost.



Detroit Lakes & White Earth

Improved relationships between Detroit Lakes

and White Earth came up often as a rich

opportunity for impact. At the same time, those

conversations often put responsibility for the

disconnect onto the shoulders of White Earth.

There are undoubtedly resources more specific to

Detroit Lakes, but Scene On Radio's Season 2

Episode 5: Little War on the Prairie

(sceneonradio.org/seeing-white/) offers context

regarding the treatment of indigenous groups in

Minnesota's early days of statehood/colonization

and the types of betrayals that still challenge

relationships today. That context is essential to

the work of reconciliation, and reconciliation is

one of the most powerful opportunities at the

fingertips of the Arts & Culture Commission.

Integrating Ojibwe and Dakota languages into signage at all public buildings

Growing native plants and teaching native cuisine within existing high school programs

Working with White Earth artists to place public art in high-visibility locations

Supporting the launch of an Ojibwe restaurant or food truck

CityLab just put out a great article on trauma-informed placemaking and its capacity to heal communities

that are dealing with the legacy impacts of oppression: (bloomberg.com/news/features/2022-08-04/-trauma-

informed-placemaking-gives-cities-space-to-heal). Our short time in Detroit Lakes brought forward so many

projects that align with this type of placemaking:

The most immediate opportunity, however, would

invite White Earth members to develop exhibits in

partnership with the new History Museum. One

interview talked about the unique circumstances of

border towns and the increased generational trauma

that develops in communities tasked with keeping

groups of people separate. Bringing awareness to these

circumstances through devoted resources would

establish a foundation on which other reconciliation

efforts could build. The Mémorial Alsace Moselle in France is a great

example of a museum devoted to border trauma.



1980s Detroit Lakes came up often in conversation, usually with pride about how Detroit

Lakes has improved its reputation over the decades. This conversation may be more

complicated, though. Yes, improvements to Detroit Lakes since that time are valuable, but

there is a connection between the '80s and your current economy that is worth noting. 

In 1980s Detroit Lakes, it was affordable to buy a home. It was affordable to buy a

commercial building on or near the lake. It was feasible to start a new business from scratch.

Detroit Lakes also attracted the people likely to do those things. It was a place of adventure,

and that adventurous spirit drew in young people who grew up to become business leaders at

the heart of your current vibrancy. 

Along with the economic barriers making it more difficult for the next generation to

accomplish similar impact, it is worth thinking about ways to reintegrate that adventurous

spirit into the Detroit Lakes brand. This doesn't have to mean losing control of the beach. It

can mean more mountain biking, a more diverse line-up of community music, or better

storytelling about the entrepreneurship that is a rich part of your history. 

The Arts & Culture Commission can live its mission by letting others lead, be they members

of the White Earth Nation or young professionals, and helping those leaders make

connections both to City projects and to other resources that exist within the community. 
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Wrapping electrical boxes

would connect high school art

students to graphic design

careers while beautifying

neighborhoods and improving

wayfinding for tourists. 

Detroit Lakes has beautiful

flowers. Different plants in

different zones with color schemes

and complementary banners

would give zones shape and

improve wayfinding.

You have great walls for

murals. The JCPenny wall

would make an ideal location

for instagram-able downtown

entrance art.



METER READING

CREATIVE ENERGY:

STRONG

The Spark Towns Meter Reading is a unique asset-mapping tool that evaluates how energy flows

through communities. We use energy because it makes fourth-wave, entrepreneur-led economic

development and its smartest investments visible to the dozens of people we get to know through our

process. We then use that visibility to design tangible, achievable strategies that have immediate impact. 

Our Meter Reading focuses on four flows of energy: current looks at how new ideas flow into your

community; bright spots identify where your energy is already strong; leakages catch where you are

paying for energy from other places; and your power grid looks at who is and isn't connected to

community power.

Our Meter Reading showed that the energy in

Detroit Lakes is strong. Consider our

recommendations through the lens of a

community whose accomplishments and culture

are already quite impressive. We saw nothing to

"fix" but rather opportunities to be more

strategic, tightening up systems so that the

impact you are already achieving is maximized.
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